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Committee Overview: 

This committee will begin on February 15th, 1958, the day that the Permesta 

Rebellion declared the separatist Revolutionary Government of the Republic of 

Indonesia (PRRI).  There will be no specific timespan per committee session, 

but we do not intend to go beyond the 1965 communist purges.   

There are 31 members in this committee.  For the sake of this committee, each 

delegate will have equal voting power; obviously portfolio powers vary. 

While you may come from different backgrounds, you should follow the principle 

of the Indonesian proverb “Luka di kaki, sakit seluruh badan” (if there’s a 

pain in your feet, your whole body feels it).  No matter your position, all of 

you seek a prosperous Indonesia, and no one wins in a zero-sum game. 

Accordingly, both Andrew and I value diplomacy and speechmaking that is 

well-grounded in research.  Sharks—stay home. 

 

If there is peace, everyone wins.  War is not something to be taking lightly. 

Good luck. 

 

 



 

Introduction: 

Cornelis de Houtman’s trading expedition in 1595 to Banten marked the 

beginning Dutch contact with what would become Indonesia .   When further 1

voyages confirmed the tantalizing value of the spice trade throughout the 

archipelago, the Dutch East India Company (Dutch, Vereenigde Oost-Indische 

Compagnie; abbreviated VOC) was chartered to monopolize the trade . Indonesia 2

would remain under Dutch control, under first the VOC, and after 1799, the 

Netherlands government, until Japan invaded in 1942. 

The Netherlands Dutch rule, however, coupled with local wars and increased 

contact with the outside world, began to foster the nascent discontent and 

national consciousness that would coalesce into a desire for independence3

. Increasing resistance to Dutch control, and Dutch opposition to exploitative 

colonialism concerned the Dutch Queen Wilhelmina, and under the Ethical Policy

,the colonial Indies government sought to implement a form of 4

quasi-democracy, called Volksraad ,and expand educational opportunities for 5

Indonesian students . Rather than appease the populace, these measures had the 6

opposite effect. Not only did such measures foment a desire for a sovereign 

Indonesia; many of the indigenous aristocracy educated in Dutch schools became 

leaders of the independence movement .The Dutch however never considered 7

letting Indonesia become a sovereign state; the Dutch had, in the words of 

Governor General Cornelius De Jonge, “ruled Indonesia for 300 years with the 

whip and club, and [intended to do so] for another 300 years. ” 8

Early stirrings of nationalism and the road to independence: 

1  F. X. Baskara Tulus Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik., Cold War Shadow : 
United States Policy toward Indonesia, 1953-1963 (Yogyakarta 
Tangerang, Indonesia: PUSDEP (Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik/ Center for History and Political Ethics) in 
collaboration with Galangpress ; 
Sole distributor, Agromedia Pustaka, 2007). 
2  Ibid. 
3  Ibid. 
4  This policy was precipitated by a sense in the Netherlands that it owed the Indies a “debt of honor.” - ibid. 
5  Dutch for “People’s Council,” Volksraad had no real power; it was just an advisory group. - ibid. 
6  Ibid. 
7  J. D. Legge, Indonesia, The Modern Nations in Historical Perspective (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,: Prentice-Hall, 1965). 
8  M. C. Ricklefs, A History of Modern Indonesia since C. 1200, 4th ed. (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 
2008). 



 

In response, a number of groups emerged to provide an organized voice in the 

Indies.  These politically diverse movements ranged from Budi Utomo, which 

sought to modernize Javanese culture, to the Muslim traders association 

Sarekat Islam, the explicitly separatist Indische Partij Indies, and the 

Soviet-inspired Partai Komunis Indonesia (PKI) .Perserikatan Nasional 9

Indonesia, however, (Indonesian National Union; abbreviated PNI) emerged as 

the most influential independence front .  Founded in 1927, in just three 10

years, it had gained 10,000 members and became the face of the struggle for 

independence from the Netherlands .  PNI was led by a young engineer named 11

Sukarno, who had been born to a poor Javanese family .  A hard-working young 12

man, fluent in ten languages, and endowed with a mellifluous voice and 

unbreakable confidence, he would become Indonesia’s first president . 13

 Unsurprisingly, the independence movement’s leaders in the Netherlands and 

Indonesia alike, including Mohamed Hatta, Ali Sastroamijoyo, and Sukarno 

himself were imprisoned months later on charges of separatism .  Fearful of 14

the PNI’s expanding popularity, the Netherlands’ East Indies government 

disbanded it in 1931 .  Under such repression, radical movements, like 15

communism, flourished .  Despite such widespread appeal, the continuation of 16

Dutch repression ensured they would enjoy little success in effecting real 

political reforms . 17

Accordingly, when Japanese troops invaded in March 1942, Indonesians initially 

welcomed them as liberators .  Released from captivity, a less optimistic 18

Sukarno saw them as “fascists,” but prophetically added that Indonesia would 

“suffer through a period of Japanese occupation to be followed by freedom from 

all foreign domination. ”  The Japanese de-Europeanization policies 19

indirectly promoted the use of Bahasa Indonesia and the concept of a distinct 

Indonesian state .  In efforts to rally popular Indonesian support, Japan 20

9  Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Paul F. Gardner and National Defense University Press., New Enterprise in the South Pacific : The Indonesian and 
Melanesian Experiences (Washington, D.C.: National Defense University Press : U.S. G.P.O. [distributor], 1989). 
17 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 



 

formed a miniature Indonesian puppet government to prepare the country for 

future nationhood .  This vassal state was headed by Sukarno, who believed 21

Indonesia had traded one colonizer for another; however he still saw this 

quasi-state as an important step towards establishing a sovereign Indonesia . 22

 Although Japan would lose the war before this could be granted, the 

governance and military experience Indonesian leaders acquired during the 

Japanese occupation would prove invaluable in the struggle for independence .  23

Interactions with the giants: 

Indonesian independence was declared on August 17, 1945 ; an Allied desire to 24

return Indonesia to the Netherlands ensured it would take five more years of 

perjuangan  and diplomasi  until the Republic of Indonesia was formed. 25 26

The U.S. “welcome[d] Indonesia into the family of independent, peace-loving 

nations, but with an added caveat that reflected U.S. concern at the time: 

Indonesia was expected to “resist all efforts of aggressive foreign 

dictatorships to subvert their newly won independence .” U.S. policy to 27

Indonesia was thereafter focused on the singular objective of preventing the 

spread of communism.  Under Sukarno and the bebas aktif  policy, however, the 28

PKI emerged as the largest and strongest political party with a claimed 

membership of approximately three million individuals, and a further sixteen 

million supporters .  The U.S. State Department estimated the PKI’s 29

membership to be 1.9 million, and “constant[ly] expanding .  President 30

Sukarno seemed, to U.S. policy makers, intent on making Indonesia a 

21 Frank B. Tipton, Asian Firms : History, Institutions and Management (Cheltenham, UK ; Northampton, MA: 
Edward Elgar, 2007). 
22 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
23 Ricklefs. 
24 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
25 Indonesian for “fight” or “struggle.” 
26 Indonesian for diplomacy; referred to policy of peaceful negotiations, but was often combined with 

perjuangan. 
27 Excerpts from congratulatory letters from U.S. President Harry Truman & U.S. Secretary of State Dean 

Acheson, respectively; Paul F. Gardner, Shared Hopes, Separate Fears : Fifty Years of U.S.-Indonesian 

Relations (Boulder, Colo.: WestviewPress, 1997). 
28  Indonesian for “free and active;” refers to Indonesia’s policy of nonalignment during the Cold 

War. 
29 Guy J. Pauker, Communist Prospects in Indonesia, Rand Corporation Memorandum (Santa Monica, Calif.,: Rand 
Corp., 1964). 
30 Ibid. 



 

non-aligned or communist state .  These conditions were what drove President 31

Kennedy to declare his desire to “liquidate President Sukarno .”  This policy 32

of active antagonism towards Indonesia, and later Sukarno only, was a relic 

from the presidency of Dwight D. Eisenhower that was continued first under 

Kennedy, and after his assassination in November 1963, by his successor Lyndon 

B. Johnson.  Multiple presidencies and overlapping agencies however often led 

to contradiction in U.S. policy. 

Moves to discredit Sukarno 

U.S. policy initiatives towards Indonesia aimed at weakening both the PKI and 

Sukarno bordered on the outlandish.  Sexual blackmail was a favorite CIA 

contrivance to discredit both communism and Sukarno as out of touch with the 

Islamic, socially conservative Indonesian society of the 1950s and 1960s. 

 Well aware of his sexual appetite and amours, and following the example of 

the Soviet Committee for State Security (commonly known as the KGB), the CIA 

in 1957 attempted to show Sukarno as a relentless womanizer by filming a 

pornographic scene of a Sukarno doppelganger and a Russian woman in Moscow 

"engag[ing] in his favorite activity. ”  Its objective was twofold: to show a 33

woman as “having got the better of Sukarno,” and to suggest the film had been 

distributed by the Soviet Union, thereby embittering Sukarno against the 

Soviet Government.  The effects of this project were limited: although some 

photographs were distributed in Asia, the plan was soon abandoned. 

More successful, however, was the Agency’s portrayal of the PKI and Sukarno as 

a Soviet and Chinese extension.  Devoutly Islamic Indonesia was at odds both 

with the atheistic nature of communism and its ethnic Chinese population that 

had always maintained outsize control over the economy; Sarekat Islam had 

originally been founded to fight Chinese control of the Javanese economy . 34

 Such anti-Chinese sentiment dated back to Netherlands’ colonial rule, and as 

the traditional trading class, the Chinese were often seen in the same way as 

European Jews: moneyed and foreign.  U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk 

stressed the Chinese nature of communism, averring one of West’s most 

31 Patrick, Stewart M. "The Nonaligned Movement’s Crisis." Web log post. Council on Foreign Relations. Council on 
Foreign Relations, 30 Aug. 2012. Web. 27 Oct. 2015. 
32 Lashmar, Paul, and James Oliver. "How We Destroyed Sukarno." Http://www.independent.co.uk/. The 
Independent, 01 Dec. 1998. Web. 19 July 2015. 
33 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
34 Ibid. 



 

successful ideas was the “transfer the whole idea of communism onto the 

Chinese minority in Indonesia.”  This policy had tragic effects: when 

anti-communist bloodletting began in 1965, the association of the ethnic 

Chinese minority with communism led to their widespread killing across 

Indonesia- often with State Department and CIA acquiescence or outright 

support, as lists of suspected PKI members were compiled by the Embassy in 

Jakarta and given to the Indonesian government. 

Support for rebel groups 

Following the peace agreement with the Netherlands in 1950, Sukarno sought to 

chart a non-aligned course, engaging at times with both the United States and 

the Communist Bloc.  Failing to secure U.S. support for Indonesia’s 

irredentist claim to the western half of Papua, Sukarno turned to the Soviet 

Union for support. This middle road angered Washington, which saw the Cold War 

as a Manichaean struggle between freedom and totalitarianism.  Upset by 

Indonesia’s active participation in the Non-Aligned Movement, and unwilling to 

engage in soft power policies, the U.S. moved to support openly separatist 

movements in Indonesia to counterbalance the power of the leftist Sukarno-led 

Jakarta government .  The CIA and U.S. military drove this policy; moderate 35

State Department proposals were drowned out in the Cold War hysteria of the 

time in favor of the CIA’s alarmist recommendations.  The CIA’s analyses 

advocating active, covert intervention marked a shift in U.S. policy regarding 

Indonesia : the U.S. government would now emphasize an ideologically pure 36

Indonesian government, free from communist influence, over Indonesia’s 

territorial integrity.[9] 

A number of splinter groups, dismayed by the Java-dominated nature of the 

central government had set up parallel governments in Central Sumatra, 

Sulawesi, and the Outer Island Chain of Eastern Indonesia .  These 37

quasi-states sapped the power of the central government, which had the effect 

of reinforcing the notion that Indonesia was a weak state unable to govern its 

own territory.  Stung by the 1949 fall of China to communism, and concerned 

Indonesia would be the next major power to fall to communism, under President 

Eisenhower U.S. policy sought to contain Indonesian communism by splitting 

35 Ibid. 
36 Audrey Kahin and George McTurnan Kahin, Subversion as Foreign Policy : The Secret Eisenhower and Dulles 
Debacle in Indonesia (New York: New Press : Distributed by W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1995). 
37 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 



 

Indonesia into small mini-states which could later be reunified under an 

anti-communist government .  This hodgepodge of anti-Communist army generals 38

and dissident regionalists emphasized how they were neither anti-Sukarno nor 

anti-Indonesian: the goal of their rebellion, titled Permesta (an Indonesian 

acronym for Universal Struggle Charter) was the “continuation of the 1945 

(Indonesian independence) struggle. ”  Washington was more interested in the 39

overthrow of Sukarno, however, and saw the rebellion as a possible pretext to 

intervene militarily in Indonesia .  Permesta became an unexpected blessing 40

for America, as it allowed the U.S. to simultaneously oppose communism, earn 

U.S. goodwill , and “put Sukarno’s feet to the fire. ”  When Permesta 41 42

declared an independent state on February 15th, 1958, the Revolutionary 

Government of the Republic of Indonesia (PRRI), it asked America solely for 

economic aid; under Operation Haik, the CIA and U.S. Navy responded by 

funneling large quantities of arms to PRRI strongholds on Sumatra and Celebes

.  President Eisenhower, underlying the U.S.’s fear of communism, stated the 43

U.S. might have to invade Indonesia in support of rebels .  This mismatch was 44

akin to the wider contradiction in U.S. policy: when the Indonesian Army began 

operations to destroy the PRRI, American-trained General Ahmad Yani, who led 

it the invasion force, was given non-lethal assistance from the U.S. Embassy 

in Jakarta .  The U.S. found itself supporting two sides of the same civil 45

war, which had the effect of negating the impact of U.S. aid to the PRRI. 

Amid this dissonance, the U.S. was actually aligned against the most staunchly 

anti-communist force in Indonesia .  Continued U.S. support for Permesta 46

actually helped to spread Sukarno’s narrative that an imperialist West still 

wished to dominate Indonesia.  This provided fertile ground for the growth of 

the PKI, all while the strength of its main enemy, the Army, was being eroded 

by American airstrikes and insurrections.  American support for PRRI was 

quickly withdrawn and the PRRI rebellion, bereft of foreign support, soon 

38 Kahin and Kahin. 
39 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
40 Ibid. 
41 The U.S. hoped that by supporting Permesta it would be now seen as a staunch supporter of the ideals of 
Indonesian independence, since it had supported the often supported the Netherlands’ position from 1945-1950. 
42 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
43 United States. Department of Defense. Defense Technical Information Center. Operation Haik: The Eisenhower 
Administration and the Central Intelligence Agency in Indonesia, 1957-1958. By Douglas Blake Kennedy. Athens: 
n.p., 1989. Http://dtic.mil/. Defense Technical Information Center. Web. 30 Aug. 2015. 
44 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Foreign Relations of the United States, Foreign Relations of the United States, 1961–1963, Southeast Asia, 
Document 291. By George W. Ball. Vol. 23. N.p.: United States Department of State, n.d. Www.history.state.gov. 
United States Department of State, 10 Oct. 1962. Web. 27 July 2015. 



 

fizzled out .  General Yani and other high-ranking military officers however 47

admitted later that they were still open to cooperation with the U.S., 

suggesting any inimical effects of supporting Permesta were limited and 

impermanent .  In years to come, the same army that the U.S. had just opposed 48

would emerge as Washington’s most invaluable tool in combating communism in 

Indonesia. 

Relations with the Indonesian Army 

Three central power brokers traditionally held power in post-independence 

Indonesia: the diametrically opposed PKI and the Indonesian Army, and Sukarno, 

who provided stability in this tense triumvirate .  When Sukarno started to 49

drift into the PKI’s orbit, the U.S. government sought to return the balance 

of power to its previous position by strengthening the Indonesian Army, widely 

seen at the time as the most formidable anti-Communist force in the nation . 50

 Despite the Army’s reliance on Soviet aid, by 1963, the U.S. thought the Army 

remained “the only non-Communist force ... with the capability of obstructing 

the ... PKI and Sukarno if so desired. ” 51

While other aid to Indonesia was being slashed, the CIA and State Department, 

directed by President Kennedy, made a “significant exception ” and continued 52

to channel assistance directly to the Indonesian military elements “least 

loyal” to Sukarno.  Calling the fight against communism in Indonesia “the same 

kind of battle” that the U.S. was fighting in Vietnam but without bullets,” 

Hilsman advocated for the continuation of U.S. aid to Indonesia as a means to 

stave the spread of communism .  Kennedy was assassinated in November 1963, 53

but this policy was continued by his successor President Lyndon B. Johnson . 54

 Starting in 1958 up until the 1965 coup, U.S. direct military assistance to 

the Indonesian Army actually remained flat at approximately USD $10-20 million 

47 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
48 Gardner. 
49 Foreign Relations of the United States.   Document 161. 
50 United States. Department of State. Office of the Historian.  Document 291. 
51 Scott, Peter Dale. "The United States and the Overthrow of Sukarno, 1965-1967." Pacific Affairs 58.2 (1985): 
239-64. Namebase.org. Web. 13 Aug. 2015. <http://www.namebase.org/scott.html>. 
52 Douglass, James W. JFK and the Unspeakable: Why He Died and Why It Matters. Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2008. 
Print.  377. 
53 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
54 Gardner and National Defense University Press. 



 

annually .  One-fifth (about 2800) of the Army officers received training in 55

the U.S. during this time. This did not enhance the strategic war fighting 

abilities of the Army as much as instill in the Army a deep-rooted enmity 

towards communism.  It also received funding for civic action programs to 

engage in “economic and social development.”  The economic and humanitarian 

aid from the U.S. never ceased; now, the Army received it, not the government 

in Jakarta .   56

The effect of these civic action programs was twofold: not only did they help 

to win the support of the Indonesian public; said programs also tragically 

helped legitimize the killings following Sukarno’s removal from power in 1965- 

although Sukarno was replaced by the pro-American General Suharto.  Seen as 

merely protecting Indonesia from foreign influences, few questioned the murder 

of suspected PKI members with military support.  When a select number CIA 

telegrams on Indonesia were declassified in 1998 (most remain classified 

today), lengthy redactions suggested the civic action programs were used as 

covers to eliminate suspected communists .  These, along with lists of PKI 57

members supplied by the U.S. Embassy, suggest that U.S. policy, in its drive 

to contain communism, unwilling abetted mass murder, although the political 

section chief of the U.S. Embassy at the time, Edward Masters, and historian 

John Hughes, questioned whether “Indonesian Army needed any help” to find 

suspected communists, since “everybody knew who was a P.K.I. cadre. '' 58

Sukarno was so concerned by the possibility of a CIA-led coup he asked the 

U.S. Ambassador about it, who denied all allegations .  Nevertheless, 59

declassified CIA reports have revealed the Agency had planned a coup to 

overthrow Sukarno and install a pro-U.S. regime, with the assistance of 

stridently anti-communist elements in the Indonesian Army .  The PKI 60

allegedly (it has never been proven) fed these rumors to Sukarno and his 

presidential guard; preventing an imminent Army-led coup was the ostensible 

55 Douglass, James W. JFK and the Unspeakable: Why He Died and Why It Matters. Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2008. 
Print.  377. 
56 Gardner and National Defense University Press. 
57 Oppenheimer, Joshua. "Suharto’s Purge, Indonesia’s Silence." The New York Times. The New York Times, 30 
Sept. 2015. Web. 29 Oct. 2015. 
<http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/30/opinion/suhartos-purge-indonesias-silence.html>. 
58 Wines, Michael. "C.I.A. Tie Asserted in Indonesia Purge." The New York Times 12 July 1990: n. pag. The New York 
Times. The New York Times Company. Web. 4 Oct. 2015. 
<http://www.nytimes.com/1990/07/12/world/cia-tie-asserted-in-indonesia-purge.html?pagewanted=all>. 
59 Gardner and National Defense University Press. 
60 Friedman, Norman. The Fifty-Year War: Conflict and Strategy in the Cold War. Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute, 
2007. Print. 



 

justification of the presidential guard and air force in assassinating six 

leading Army generals on the morning of October 1, 1965 .  This anti-Army 61

coup failed, and led to an Army takeover of the nation under General Suharto, 

who pushed Sukarno out of power.  Had the PKI not felt so threatened by the 

American-trained Army, their coup d’état may never have happened, underlining 

how U.S. military assistance precipitated Sukarno’s inglorious downfall. 

Economic policy & humanitarian aid 

Indonesia had been a both major recipient of United States economic aid and 

humanitarian and an exporter of natural resources deemed “essential to [the] 

American wartime economy. ” After the devastation of World War II, the U.S. 62

was the only nation in a position to aid Indonesia .  By 1962 however, the 63

level of the Sino-Soviet Bloc economic assistance to Indonesia exceeded the 

level of corresponding American assistance by nearly a factor of three . 64

 Indonesia at the time received more Soviet aid than any other non-communist 

nation .  As seen in Tables 1 & 2, from 1956-1961 Communist aid to Indonesia 65

reached U.S. $640.6 million.  By contrast, U.S. aid from 1946-1962 only 

reached U.S. $260.4 million .  In the following years, this aid would not 66

only be used as a tool of nation-building, but also as a tool of coercion and 

even regime change. 

President Kennedy believed a U.S. failure to assist the Indonesian economy 

might push it towards the Communist Bloc .  Emphasizing the need to ensure 67

Sukarno implemented “positive economic leadership,” the disquieting conclusion 

of a 1961 State Department Plan of Action for Indonesia noted that a failure 

to do so might allow “the [Communist] Bloc [to] eventually gain control of 

Indonesia’s resources and the PKI may seize power. ”  The same plan suggested 68

a massive increase for donations of food aid, raw materials, and technical 

assistance as well as debt relief to mitigate 1 billion in debts .  Inflation 69

had risen 209% in 1962, and industry was operating at 30-40% of capacity . 70

61 Gardner and National Defense University Press. 
62 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
63 Gardner. 
64 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
65 United States. Department of State. Office of the Historian.  Document 291. 
66 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
67 Ibid. 
68 United States. Department of State. Office of the Historian.  Document 291. 
69 ibid 
70 ibid 



 

 Congress did not support these measures, and saw U.S. aid as abetting 

Indonesian “international adventures” and “strengthening the tyrant [Sukarno].

”  In July 1963, the Broomfield Amendment was passed and U.S. aid to 71

Indonesia was promptly suspended against the advice of the State Department 

and President Kennedy . 72

However, if the stated goal of suspending U.S. economic assistance and 

humanitarian aid to Indonesia was to precipitate Sukarno’s removal, it failed. 

 The U.S. withdrawal from Indonesia left a gap in development assistance that 

was quickly taken up by the Communist Bloc.  Any goodwill Indonesia felt 

towards the United States following the return of Irian Jaya evaporated . 73

 State Department officials emphasized how this ill-thought measure might 

“bring about an outcome [a PKI takeover of Indonesia] we desired to avoid. ” 74

 Congress’s well-intentioned suspension of aid had not punished Sukarno; it 

was ordinary Indonesians who suffered; it was Sukarno and the PKI who 

profited.  In doing so, the United States unwittingly helped to popularize 

Sukarno’s view of himself as a buttress against what he saw as imperialistic 

Western policy, which opened the door for the widespread growth and popularity 

of both him and the PKI in the years leading up to 1965.  U.S. economic and 

humanitarian aid policies to Indonesia actually encouraged the spread of 

communism in the archipelago and cemented Sukarno’s role as Indonesian 

president, rather than contributing to his downfall. 

 

 

 

 

 

71 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
72 "House Committee Votes to Cut Off Aid for Indonesia." The Spokesman-Review 23 July 1963: 3. 23 July 1963. 
Web. 30 Oct. 2015. 
73 Wardaya and Universitas Sanata Dharma. Pusat Sejarah dan Etika Politik. 
74 Ibid. 



 

Questions to consider: 

1. What is my position on the PKI? 

2. What should Indonesia do to become a prosperous nation? 

3. Is Guided Democracy good for Indonesia? 

Suggested resources: 

Cold War Shadow: United States Policy Toward Indonesia, 1953-1963 

This book is now out of print but gives a fantastic primer on how Indonesia 

was shaped by the Cold War. 

Shared Hopes, Separate Fears: Fifty Years Of U.S.-Indonesian Relations 

Similar to Cold War Shadow, but more detailed.  A good means of finding other 

resources as well. 

Foreign Relations of the United States 

A complete compendium of primary source documents relating to U.S. foreign 

policy. 

NB:  These were the main sources used in this guide, and should be sufficient 

for our committee, but obviously the Internet is at your fingertips.  The 

information there is quite good.  Specific information on positions may be 

harder to come by, so think about how that person’s block would act.  You can 

of course contact us if you are struggling, and we’ll be happy to point you in 

the right direction.  Best of luck, and we look forward to seeing you in 

November! 



We appreciate your feedback about our conference. Please 
direct all inquiries and comments to our Secretary-General. 

Ankita Satpathy
Secretary-General
secretarygeneral@vamun.org
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VAMUN c/o The International Relations Organization at 
the University of Virginia 
PO Box 400435 
Newcomb Hall Station Charlottesville, VA 22904-4435
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